
Directions to Flat Top Ranch
Taylor Springs Campground:

This may differ from your navigation system, but is the
most direct route.  The entry gate we use does not
have an address so you MUST input the
longitude/latitude of 32.096971, -97.806482 to locate
the Blackwell Lane  gate.

- From Dallas take U.S. Highway 67  to Glen Rose. 

- From Glen Rose (start measuring at the Dairy
Queen) go 10.2 miles South on U.S. Hwy 67 to
County Road 2013 .  County Road 2013 is 0.2 mile
past the road side picnic area on the right side of Hwy
67.  On the right side of Highway 67 there is a sign for
Rough Creek Lodge and Flat Top Ranch.  

- Turn Left (South) on County Road 2013  and go 7.4
 miles to the Flat Top Ranch Blackwell Lane  gate on
right.  There is no obvious Flat Top Ranch signage at
this entrance so check your GPS or map location for
Blackwell Lane and keep a lookout for Troop 70
markers. Please close gate behind you.

- Go 3.2 miles on Blackwell Lane , and then turn left  
into the Taylor Springs Pasture .  This is marked by
an opening in the fence with a small Taylor Springs
sign.

- Go 0.8 mile and turn right at Dirt Trail (no sign)

- Proceed straight 0.3 mile to the Taylor Springs
Camping Area.

NOTES:
 - You will pass through two gates on Blackwell Lane. 
Please close both behind you.
 
- Troop 70 will attempt to mark all turns on the Flat
Top Ranch property.  These may be obvious signs or
subtle markers.
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